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Abstract
Capacity analysis has been recently introduced as a way to analyze how linear models distribute
their modelling capacity across the input space. In this paper, we extend the notion of capacity
allocation to the case of neural networks with non-linear layers. We show that under some hypotheses
the problem is equivalent to linear capacity allocation, within some extended input space that factors
in the non-linearities. We introduce the notion of layer decoupling, which quantifies the degree to
which a non-linear activation decouples its outputs, and show that it plays a central role in capacity
allocation through layers. In the highly non-linear limit where decoupling is total, we show that the
propagation of capacity throughout the layers follows a simple markovian rule, which turns into a
diffusion PDE in the limit of deep networks with residual layers. This allows us to recover some known
results about deep neural networks, such as the size of the effective receptive field, or why ResNets
avoid the shattering problem.
1 Introduction
Capacity allocation analysis was recently introduced in [2] as a way to determine quantitatively which
dependencies between its inputs and output(s) a trained model has focussed its modelling capacity on.
The theory was developed in the context of linear models and L2 loss, which corresponds to the Gaussian
process prediction task. It was shown that the total model capacity corresponds to the number of
independent parameters in the model, and that the capacity allocation could be broken down along any
partition of the input space. One partition of particular interest is the spatial partition, i.e. the partition
along the canonical dimensions of the input space. This allowed to perform spatial capacity allocation
analysis, i.e. to determine which inputs the model has focussed on, and to which degree. This was then
used to study two types of 1-dimensional architectures that are commonly used for audio modelling –
hierarchical models as in Wavenets [18], and recurrent models [10, 7].
The intuition behind such analysis is to provide tools to peek into the neural black boxes, and
understand a posteriori what a given architecture has tried to model, when trained on a given task.
Rather than analyzing the network activations as it is often done [17, 20, 16, 21], the idea is to analyze
parameters. The extensive quantity thus defined, called the capacity κ, turns out to have interesting
properties. The idea vindicated in [2] is that studying this quantity can lead to new insights on (deep)
neural networks, as it is complementary to the value of the loss function: for example, it allows to pinpoint
which dependencies the model has tried to capture in order to reduce the value of the loss. When the final
goal is more complex than merely minimizing a scalar value, e.g. for content generation tasks, exercising
some control over the model’s inductive bias could turn out to be highly valuable, in particular when
training full models is long and difficult.
∗jdonier@spotify.com
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One hypothesis that was put forward in [2] is that the spatial dimension of architecture design (i.e.
whether to use recurrent, convolutional, hierarchical models etc.) can be decoupled from its expressivity
[13, 12, 5] (i.e. the complexity of the dependencies it can model), and accordingly the analysis was
focussed on the spatial aspects in the linear case. Still, when the model takes a linear form in some
feature space (obtained e.g. by some non-linear transformation of the inputs), capacity allocation was
shown to make sense in that feature space. However, it was suggested that propagating this capacity
allocation to the input space is non-trivial in general.
In this paper, we take capacity allocation analysis one step further and investigate the other dimension
of the problem by propagating capacity allocation through non-linearities into the input space. More
specifically, we analyze the case of neural network layers, which transform their inputs Y according to:
φpY q “ fpP TY q. (1)
We approach the problem by reducing it to a linear case, by factoring out the non-linearity into some
augmented input space. While this requires exponentially large augmented input spaces, we show that
two limiting cases are tractable, namely:
(i) for linear layers (i.e. when f is the identity function), where one recovers standard capacity alloca-
tion in the input space,
(ii) for pseudo-random layers (in a sense defined below), where the capacity in the input space can be
derived explicitly from the capacity in the feature space.
If we introduce the notion of layer decoupling to quantify how much a non-linear activation decouples
its outputs, then these two types of layers are two extreme cases of decoupling: linear activations do not
modify their inputs and hence perform no decoupling, while pseudo-random activations achieve a full
decoupling. On this scale, usual non-linear activations lie somewhere in between, and the extent to which
they decouple their outputs is a key element that defines how capacity is transferred from feature space
to input space.
The end of this paper focusses on the pseudo-random end of the spectrum, where non-linearity plays
a full role (the linear case was already discussed in [2]). We use this framework to analyze deep networks
that are made of a large number of such layers, and show that capacity propagation through layers can
be described by some linear capacity network, which acts backwards from the output space to the input
space, and which can be approximated by a simple diffusion PDE in some scaling limits. This allows us
to use the power of PDE analysis to study deep neural networks, and recover in passing some well-known
results about the effective receptive field and the shattering problem.
We start by introducing the capacity allocation problem in the case of single neural network layers in
Section 2, where we introduce the notions of augmented input space and layer decoupling. We then study
two limiting cases: the linear case and the pseudo-random case, where the capacity in the input space
can be computed directly from the capacity in the feature space under some independence hypotheses.
We then build upon these results to turn to the case of deep networks in Section 3, where we show that in
some limit capacity propagation through layers follows a diffusion PDE. We finally leverage these findings
in Sections 4 where we address some fundamental questions about the behaviour of deep networks.
2 Capacity allocation of single neural network layers
2.1 The problem
The concept of capacity in a feature space was introduced in [2] and defined as follows. For some
function φ that maps some input Y P Rn to some intermediate space Rm, we consider models of the form
ϕW pY q “ ATWφpY q, where the vector of coefficients AW is parametrized by W P Rp. The coefficients
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space is defined as A “ tAW P Rm |W P Rpu. Since the model is linear in the space of φpY q (a.k.a. the
feature space), capacity allocation in that space can be computed by applying linear capacity analysis.
The capacity allocated to some subspace Sφ of the feature space is noted κφpSφq. The next step is then
to compute the capacity allocation in the input space, but this question remains unanswered in general.
Here we focus on a special class of mapping functions φ, namely single neural network layers that can be
written as:
φpY q “ fpP TY q, (2)
where P “ tp1, ..., pmu P Rnˆm is a linear transformation such that the vectors pi are all distinct, and
fp¨q is a pointwise non-linear function (such as ReLU, sigmoid, etc.). We assume for simplicity that the
pi’s are also normalized to }pi}2 “ 1. The full model therefore reads:
ϕW pY q “ ATW fpP TY q, (3)
We will be mostly interested in how AW allocated its capacity in the input space, assuming that P
is constant (which we assume for simplicity, but happens to be a common practice that can give good
results [14, 15]). We will briefly consider the case where P is itself learned in Appendix A, and suggest
that it might be handled in a similar way – at least in some circumstances.
2.2 Rewriting the problem in the augmented input space
The main idea is to rewrite the non-linear function fp¨q from Eq. (3) as:
fpzq “ ηzz, (4)
where ηz is by definition equal to fpzq{z. We can then rewrite ϕ as:
ϕpY q “ AT `η d P TY ˘ , η “ pη1, ..., ηmq.
: “ AT P˜ T Y˜ (5)
where ηi is a shortcut for ηpPTY qi and:
P˜ “
»———–
p1 0 . . . 0
0 p2 . . . 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 . . . pm
fiffiffiffifl P Rnmˆm, Y˜ “
»———————————–
η1y1
...
η1yn
...
ηmy1
...
ηmyn
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
P Rnm. (6)
What we have done here is simply to decouple the components of Y according to the particular ηi that
multiplies them when going through f (see Figure 1 for an illustration).
Now let us consider the optimal model that satisfies:
ϕ˚pY q “ argmin
ϕ
E
”
pϕpY q ´ ϕW pY qq2
ı
:“ LW (7)
which can by definition be written in the form ϕ˚pY q “ A˚T P˜ ˚T Y˜ . The idea is to use ϕ˚ as a surrogate
“true” process to replace ϕW in the calculation of the capacity.
1 The L2 loss function associated to this
process can then be written as:
1Note from [2] that given some optimal model, the capacity allocation does not depend on the true model. We can
therefore use a surrogate of the true model for the purpose of computing the capacity allocation, e.g. the optimal model
itself, which by definition minimizes both losses in Eq. (7) and Eq. (8).
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L “ E
”
pϕpY q ´ ϕ˚pY qq2
ı
“
´
P˜A´ P˜ ˚A˚
¯T
Σ˜
´
P˜A´ P˜ ˚A˚
¯ (8)
where Σ˜ :“ EpY˜ Y˜ T q is the covariance matrix in the augmented input space. Cancelling the derivative of
L with respect to the model parameters gives:
BL
BW “ 0 ô K˜
T X˜ “ 0, K˜ :“ Σ˜BP˜ABW P R
nmˆp (9)
where K˜ is the capacity matrix in the augmented input space and where we have defined X˜ :“
´
P˜A´ P˜ ˚A˚
¯
as the error in the space of the coefficients applied to Y˜ . Note that the surrogate process ϕ˚ does not
intervene in the expression of K˜, as expected. We have recovered the exact same equations as in the
linear case [2], but applied in the augmented input space (i.e. the space of Y˜ ).
Note that the above equivalence holds since Σ˜ does not depend on the model parameters, which
follows from the fact that η does not depend on A. If P is itself learned, computing its capacity allocated
in the input space is trickier as η and therefore Σ˜ depend on P . We however suggest in Appendix A that
the above equation might hold in general, or at least in some cases (including the linear case but also
piecewise linear functions like ReLU, leaky ReLU or absolute value).
2.3 Layer decoupling
The intuition that underlies the above reformulation of the problem in the augmented input space is
that a pointwise (non-linear) function f decouples its outputs from each other. The degree of decoupling
however depends on the particular activation f that is used. Below we consider several types of activations
and analyze their effects on Σ˜.
Linear activations Choosing f as the identity leads to no decoupling at all:
@y, ηy “ 1 ñ Σ˜ “
»———–
Σ Σ . . . Σ
Σ Σ . . . Σ
...
...
. . .
...
Σ Σ . . . Σ
fiffiffiffifl P Rnmˆnm. (10)
η1 η2 1 1
r y1 y2 sY “
fp.q
P
A
Output ϕpY q
r η1y1 η1y2 η2y1 η2y2 sY˜ “
P˜
A
Output ϕpY q
Figure 1: Linearizing a layer by decoupling the paths. The non-linearity η is factored in the augmented
input space, which allows us to re-write AT fpP TY q as AT P˜ T Y˜ .
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1 1 1 1
r y1 y2 y1 y2 sY˜ “
P˜
A
Output
r η1y1 η1y2 η2y1 η2y2 sY˜ “
P˜
A
Output
(a) Linear layer: no decoupling (η1 “ η2 “ 1) (b) Non-linear layer: decoupling
Figure 2: (left) For linear layers where η1 “ η2 “ 1, no decoupling happens and the inputs are merely
repeated. In this degenerate case, the capacity in the augmented input space matches the capacity in the
original input space. (right) For non-linear layers, the inputs are decoupled by multiplication with the η’s.
In the pseudo-random limiting case, the left (green) and the right (yellow) blocks become independent.
i.e. the original inputs are simply repeated identically m times. The correlation matrix is thus repeated
m times in both directions (see Figure 2, left).
Pseudo-random activations The other extreme would be an activation function whose outputs are
fully decoupled (which we call pseudo-random activations):
Ezpηzq “ 0, Ez1,z2pηz1ηz2q “ σ2δz1´z2 ñ Σ˜ “ σ2
»———–
Σ 0 . . . 0
0 Σ . . . 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 . . . Σ
fiffiffiffifl P Rnmˆnm, (11)
where we will often set σ “ 1 for simplicity. We use the terminology “pseudo-random activation”
since it corresponds to a non-linear function f that is nowhere continuous, and such that the outputs
corresponding to two arbitrarily close inputs can be effectively considered to be independent.2 In this
case, the augmented inputs consist of m independent blocks that are each based upon the n original
inputs (see Figure 2, right).
ReLU, Leaky ReLU, Absolute value More usual non-linear activations like ReLU [11, 4], leaky
ReLU [9] (and its variants [19]) or absolute value lead to intermediate Σ˜’s, with extra-diagonal matrices
that are weaker than Σ but stronger than 0. If η can be expressed as:
ηpzq “ α1zď0 ` β1zą0, (12)
where α, β are normalized such that α2 ` β2 “ 2, then one can show that if zi and zj are independent
random variables that are symmetric around 0, then for any variables yk, yl one has
3:
2Note that the process ηz is only drawn once. Therefore, if the same input is fed twice to the network, it will produce the
same output. However, because ηz is nowhere continuous, two slightly different inputs might produce very different outputs.
More on this in Section 2.5.
3The approximation becomes exact if yk, yl are also independent from zi, zj , which becomes a good approximation for
m " 1.
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Figure 3: The decoupling scale, from fully coupled blocks for the linear layers (ν “ E rηs “ 1, top right)
to fully decoupled blocks for pseudo-random layers (ν “ E rηs “ 0, bottom left), with Leaky ReLU and
ReLU layers in between.
#
E
“
ηpziq2ykyl
‰ “ E rykyls ,
E rηpziqηpzjqykyls » νE rykyls ,
with ν “ 1
4
pα` βq2 . (13)
The covariance matrix in the augmented space therefore reads:
Σ˜ »
»———–
Σ νΣ . . . νΣ
νΣ Σ . . . νΣ
...
...
. . .
...
νΣ νΣ . . . Σ
fiffiffiffifl P Rnmˆnm. (14)
The linear case α “ β “ 1 yields ν “ 1 as expected, while a ReLU non-linearity yields ν “ 12 and an
absolute value non-linearity with α “ ´1, β “ 1 yields ν “ 0. The leaky ReLU case α ą 0, β ą 1
lies somewhere between the linear case and the ReLU case. One could thus be tempted to introduce a
decoupling scale to qualify the position of a non-linear activation between the two extreme types discussed
above (see also Figure 3):
Linearloomoon
ν“1
ă Leaky ReLUloooooomoooooon
1
2
ăνă1
ă ReLUlomon
ν“ 1
2
ă Abslomon
ν“0
ă Pseudo-randomlooooooo mooooo oon
ν“0
(15)
Note that here the ν’s are given as an indication and correspond to the case where the y’s are independent
and symmetric around 0.
2.4 Linear activations
If f is taken to be linear, which corresponds to the plain form of Σ˜ in Eq. (10) above, it is easy to verify
that:
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K˜ “ 1?
m
»——–
K
K
...
K
fiffiffifl (16)
where K “ ΣBPABW P Rnˆp is the capacity matrix that would be obtained by the standard method in the
space of the original input Y . The capacity allocated to a subspace S of the input space, which reads
κpSq “ }KTS}2F in the input space, can then be computed in the augmented input space as:
κ˜pS˜q “ }K˜T S˜}2F , where S˜ :“
»———–
S 0 . . . 0
0 S . . . 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 . . . S
fiffiffiffifl . (17)
Indeed, one can then check that this leads to:
κ˜pS˜q “ κpSq. (18)
This means that computing the capacity in the augmented input space is equivalent to computing the
capacities in the original space – but with more detailed intermediate results. This can therefore be
considered as a generalization of the standard method, which we will use below to compute capacities for
non-linear activations.
2.5 Pseudo-random activations
Tractable expressions for the capacity can also be obtained at the other end of the spectrum, for what
we called pseudo-random activations above. As seen above, this case corresponds to choosing η as a
realization of some i.i.d. process such that:
Epηzq “ 0, Epηz1ηz2q “ δz1´z2 for z, z1, z2 P R. (19)
Let us recall the expression of the network output:
ϕpY q “ AT fpP TY q “ AT P˜ T Y˜ . (20)
where only the last layer A is learned. If we decompose the Gram matrix as BABW
BAT
BW “ QφΛQφT and note
Kφ the columns of Qφ that correspond to the non-zero eigenvalues, then the optimality criterion on the
loss L can be written as:
KφT P˜ T Σ˜pP˜A´ P˜A˚q “ 0 ô
´
Σ˜P˜Kφ
¯T
.X˜ “ 0. (21)
The matrix Σ˜P˜Kφ does not have orthonormal columns in general, and therefore a further orthonormal-
ization is necessary to obtain the expression of the capacity. However, in the specific case where Σ “ σ2I
(i.e. where the layer inputs are i.i.d.) this simplifies as:´
P˜Kφ
¯T
.X˜ “ 0, (22)
and the orthonormality of the columns of P˜Kφ stems from that of P˜ (which we have assumed in Section
2) and Kφ. We can then write the expression for the capacity in the space of the input Y˜ as:
κ˜pS˜q “ }K˜T S˜}2F , K˜ :“ P˜Kφ.
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One can finally define the capacities along the natural dimensions of the input space κ1, ..., κm:
κi “ }KφT P˜ T S˜i}2F , S˜i :“
»———–
ei 0 . . . 0
0 ei . . . 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 . . . ei
fiffiffiffifl P Rnmˆm, (23)
which aggregates the capacities across all ηjyi for a given i, and leads to:
κi “
mÿ
j“1
}KφT pijej}2F “
mÿ
j“1
p2ijκ
φ
j , (24)
where the last equality comes from the expression of the capacity in the feature space κφpSφq “ } `Kφ˘T Sφ}2F .
The above expression can be rewritten as:
κ “ D.κφ (25)
where D :“ P ˝ P P Rnˆm is a column-stochastic matrix which preserves the total capacity, and we
have defined the spatial capacities along the canonical dimensions of the input and feature spaces, κ “
pκ1, ..., κnq and κφ “ pκφ1 , ..., κφmq. According to this formula, the capacity κφj allocated to a given
component in the feature space propagates to its associated inputs, according to the corresponding
(normalized) square coefficient of P .4 Note that this transformation conserves the total capacity: for
S “ Rn, one has κpRnq “ řni“1 κi “ řmi“1 κφi “ κφpRmq.
The fact that capacity allocation to a layer inputs only depends on the capacity allocation to the layer
outputs is highly interesting. This means that the equation that describes capacity propagation through
layers might hold more universally than in the above case where it was derived (namely a L2 loss function
and a linear last layer): rather, it might well be valid for any feature space capacity κφj , however derived.
We leave this question open for future work.
3 Multiple neural network layers
The capacity propagation equation (25) obtained in the single layer case can be easily generalized in the
multi-layer case, as we now show.
3.1 General formula
One can extend the above analysis in the case where φ is a composition of layers:
φpY q “ φL ˝ ... ˝ φ1pY q, where @l, φlpY q “ flpP Tl Y q, (26)
where flp¨q is a pointwise non-linear function and Pl P Rnl´1ˆnl is a linear transformation such that pi
are all distinct and normalized to }pi}2 “ 1, as above. Compared with the previous section, we now
have nL Ø m and L Ø φ at the uppermost layer. From now on, we will focus on the pseudo-random
case unless mentioned otherwise. From Eq. (25), one can write the spatial capacities at layer l ´ 1 as a
function of the spatial capacities5 at layer l:
κl´1 “ Dl.κl (27)
4The case where the columns of P are not normalized is equivalent, but requires to replace pij Ñ pijbřn
j“1 p2ij
.
5This holds for pseudo-random activations if the network inputs are i.i.d., as in that case the i.i.d. behaviour propagates
to all layers.
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#1
#2
#i
#N
...
...
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
Layer k Layer l Last layer LInputs
Output
Capacity propagation through layers
Figure 4: Illustration of the backward propagation of capacity through multiple layers. The blue shades
indicate how the capacity allocated to the i-th node of the last layer (corresponding to a dirac delta κL)
is propagated all the way through the input layer, resulting in a diffused κ0. Darker shades corresponds
to higher capacity per input. In the deep limit, the propagation is governed by a diffusion PDE, with an
effective receptive field that grows as the square root of the number of layers (see Section 4.1).
where Dl :“ Pl ˝ Pl P Rnl´1ˆnl . By recursion, one finds:
κ0 “ D1...DLκL (28)
As mentioned above, the column-stochasticity of the matrices Dl results in the conservation of the total
capacity, throughout the intermediate feature spaces in the network – and all the way to the input space
(see Figure 4 for an illustration).
The remarkable feature of Eq. (28) is that it effectively linearizes the neural network, with the main
difference that this network is applied backwards (in layers) to the capacities rather than forwards to
the inputs. We call this network the capacity network. Although the results have only been derived
under specific hypotheses (essentially, an i.i.d. assumption on the network inputs), this opens the door
to analyzing neural networks as linear objects (with the network depth playing the role of time in usual
systems), with all the power of linear techniques and a breadth of potential insights. In Section 4, we
will consider a few examples where studying capacity allows to recover some well-known and empirical
results about deep neural networks – an encouraging start.
3.2 Limiting behaviours
A powerful method for analyzing Eq. (28) is to consider the deep limit where:
9
$’&’%
@i, ni “ n “ m,
L “ 1{,
D1 “ ... “ DL “ I` ∆,
(29)
where ∆ is a matrix of order 1 (assumed to be layer-independant for simplicity) and Ñ 0. This amounts
to considering deep networks with a large number of layers and a “residual” shape for the weights [6]
such that each layer only applies a small transformation to its inputs. If we note piptq “ κ 1´t , such that
pip0q “ κL and pip1q “ κ0, then pi satisfies the Kolmogorov forward equation [3]:
pi1ptq “ ∆piptq. (30)
If ∆ is a 1-dimensional local, translation-invariant operator that is non-zero only for j P ti´ 1, i, i` 1u,
then it can be approximated by the following PDE:
pi1ptq “ ´vBpiBx `D
B2pi
Bx2 . (31)
The solution to this PDE can be written as:
pipt, xq “ 1?
4piDt
ż 8
´8
e´
px´y´vtq2
4Dt pip0, yqdy (32)
If the Dl’s are not all equal but random, by symmetry one should obtain v “ 0 (cf [8]), and therefore we
obtain in the space of capacities:
κlpxq “ 1?
4piDt
ż 8
´8
e´
px´yq2
4Dt κLpyqdy, (33)
where t “ pL´ lq{L.
3.3 Differential layers
Another case that yields the above capacity propagation is the following variant of residual layers, where
the non-linear activation is applied to the residual only:
φlpY q “ Y `?flpP Tl Y q (34)
We call this a differential layer, as it learns exactly the difference between its inputs and its outputs. In
this case, the neural network itself can be written as a differential equation in the deep limit. If we note
 “ 1{L, t “ l{L where l is the layer number and yptq :“ φl ˝ ... ˝ φ1pY q, one can rewrite Eq. (34) as:
ypt` q ´ yptq “ ?flpP Tt{yq, (35)
which is akin to a non-linear forward differential equation applied to the input in the  Ñ 0 limit
(remember a contrario that the capacity PDE is backward in layers). If P is local as in the previous
section, then this can be approximated by the following equation in the 1-dimensional case:
ypt` q ´ yptq “ ?f
ˆ
νYt y ´ vYt ByBx `D
Y
t
B2y
Bx2
˙
. (36)
The corresponding capacity PDE in the pseudo-random case is derived in Appendix B, and reads:
pi1ptq “ 2rdDYt ,dDYt sB
2pi
Bx2 , (37)
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which is similar to the capacity propagation PDE obtained for the type of residual layers studied in
the previous section (Eq. 31). The nice additional property in the differential case is that the diffusion
coefficient can be linked explicitly to the diffusion coefficient of the SDE that the forward neural network
itself implements (Eq. 36).
4 Applications to theoretical analysis of neural networks
Eqs. (28) and (33) for the propagation of capacity allocation through neural network layers open the
door to a number of highly interesting analyses, which uncover some established theoretical and empirical
facts about (deep) neural networks. In this section we use the capacity framework to study two questions:
the size of the effective receptive field of a deep neural network, and the shattering problem [1].
4.1 The effective receptive field of deep networks
The above results show that the spatial capacity κL of the uppermost layer is being spatially diffused as
it passes through the layers. For example, if the spatial capacity at the uppermost layer κLpxq takes the
form of a Dirac delta κLpxq “ κLδx´x0 , then the resulting spatial capacity in intermediate feature spaces
is Gaussian:
κlpxq “ e
´ px´x0q2
4Dt?
4piDt κ
L, (38)
where t “ pL´ lq{L. The larger L´ l, i.e. the number of layers traversed, the larger the diffusion region
(which one might think of as the effective receptive field – see Figure 4). The size of the diffusion region
scales as the square root of the number of layers that are traversed since L´ l 9 t (rather than linearly,
as one might naively think), and in the amplitude of ∆ (which is 9 D). These results are consistent with
the ones of [8], who found such a Gaussian distribution with square root scaling both theoretically in the
linear and the random weights cases, and empirically in the general non-linear case. Interestingly, their
assumptions and their derivation of the results are very similar to the ones used here – but in the space of
gradients rather than capacities. Note that we described the 1-dimensional case here, but such diffusion
equation with square root spatial scaling can be derived in arbitrary numbers of dimensions.
4.2 Residual layers and shattered capacity
Interestingly, the limiting behaviour described above is very reminiscent of ResNets [6], where the authors:
(i) introduced residual connections such that Dl “ I ` ∆l becomes a good approximation for each
layer,
(ii) use size 3 convolutions, such that ∆ is a local, translation-invariant operator that is non-zero for
j P ti´ 1, i, i` 1u only.6
In this setting, a significant local structure remains at l “ 0 (according to Eqs. (33) and (38)) as the
capacity is not “shattered” by passing through the layers. If we decompose the influence of κL on the
intermediate capacity κl into the different paths:
κlil “
ÿ
iL
κLiL
ÿ
il`1,...,iL´1
pDl`1qilil`1pDl`1qil`1il`2 ...pDLqiL´1iLloooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooon
Weight wil,...,iL
, (39)
then the path with the highest influence is for il “ il`1 “ ... “ iLp:“ iq and its weight is
6Although their use case was 2-dimensional, which would requires cross-shaped instead of square filters.
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wimax “
Lź
l1“l`1
pDl1qii “
Lź
l1“l`1
p1` p∆l1qiiq » e
şt
0 ∆
i
sds, (40)
where we used the simplified notation ∆is Ø p∆lqii where s :“ pL ´ lq{l. Note that wimax ă 1 since
p∆l1qii ă 0. Therefore, the weight of the most straightforward path between the last layer capacity κL
and the intermediate layer capacity κl decays exponentially with the number of layers. In the case above
where L scales as 1{, the matrices ∆l are of order 1 and therefore the largest weight e
şt
0 ∆
i
sds is of order
1.
If, on the other hand, P is uniform with receptive field size r (and thus so is D), the weights are uniform
and equal to
`
1
r
˘L
– i.e. they are vanishingly small. This is very reminiscent of the “shattered gradients”
analysis of [1], who have shown how ResNets solve the shattered gradients problem by introducing residual
connections – again, using similar methods to ours but applied to the gradients rather than the capacities.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we have built upon the notion of capacity in the feature space introduced in [2], and
addressed the case where the mapping function is a neural network layer. We have shown that in
this case, the capacity in the input space can be computed under some special hypotheses. We have
derived theoretical results for two limiting ends of the spectrum, namely (i) for linear activations (non-
decoupling layers) where the original results are exactly recovered, and (ii) for pseudo-random activations
(fully decoupling layers) in which the capacity in the input space can be easily computed as a linear
transformation of the capacity in the feature space.
When extending the scope to deep neural networks, we have shown that the propagation of capacity
through the network layers follows a linear Markov equation in the pseudo-random case, which can be
turned into a PDE under appropriate scalings. The remarkable aspect of this result is that it allows to
analyze a non-linear neural network in terms of some linear counterpart (the capacity network) which
can then be analyzed using powerful linear methods. Although we have only obtained results in special
cases and more work is required to understand the regime where the markovian propagation is valid,
the fact that it allowed us to recover some theoretical and empirical findings that have been reported in
earlier studies is encouraging – and suggests that capacities and gradients may be two sides of the same
coin in the pseudo-random case. More generally, the present analysis suggests that the notion of capacity
may provide a new vantage point for studying theoretically a number of fundamental questions in deep
learning, and provide a more principled and quantitative framework for architecture design.
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A Generalizing the results
Two challenges arise when trying to generalize the above results:
(i) For general non-linearities, η depends on Y . Therefore, the transition from the augmented input
space to the original input space is trickier: it is not clear that one can still add the capacities as if
the space was separable.
(ii) When computing the capacity allocated by lower layers (e.g. if P also becomes a variable), the η’s
used for later layers depend on the parameter of the layer considered. Therefore Σ˜ does too, which
must be taken into account in the calculation of BLBW in Eq. 9.
One possible solution to (ii) is to restrict the scope to locally linear functions f , i.e. functions that
can be written as:
fpyq “ ηyy, with f 1pyq “ ηy, (41)
where ηy is piecewise constant. In that case, for any set of inputs tY iui“1,...,n, an infinitesimal perturbation
of the network parameters will keep all the ηy’s constant for all Yi if the perturbation  is small enough.
The possible difficulty is that the more inputs Y are being considered, the smaller : the result might
only be valid in some precise limit where the expectation over Y and the derivative w.r.t. W are being
taken jointly – rather than taking the expectation first, then computing the derivative, as was done in
Eq. (9).
Justifying (i) seems somewhat trickier. One possibility is to accept the current formula as some
approximation of the true capacity. Hopefully, the dependence of the various η’s on the inputs Y is much
weaker than the dependence of Y on itself. This is more likely to be true for non-linearities like ReLU,
leaky ReLU or absolute value, where η is a simple binary function of its inputs.
Some results produced when applying Eqs. (5) and (6) to lower layers are consistent with what one
would expect for piecewise linear, homogeneous functions (i.e. ReLU / leaky ReLU / Absolute value
etc.). For example, we have checked that the formula allows to retrieve the correct total capacity for a
few handpicked hierarchical architectures. In these cases, one expects some parameter redundancy across
layers as the scales of successive layers compensate each other – which is exactly what is found. This also
suggests that the formulae break down in any other cases (e.g. sigmoid, tanh...), as the equations would
find some redundancy when there is in fact none: ReLU-type functions might actually be the only type
of functions that allow for the above analysis. This would be consistent with the particular attention
that these functions have previously been given in the literature.
B Capacity PDE for differential layers
Equation (36) shows, maybe trivially, that a deep network with differential layers and pseudo-random
weights can be seen as a non-linear SDE applied to its inputs. The expression of the capacity is similar to
the case described in Section 3.2, provided one adds variables in the augmented input space corresponding
to the un-modified inputs:
ϕpY q “ AT `Y `?fpP TY q˘ “ AT P˜ T Y˜ , (42)
where:
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P˜ “
»—————————–
1 0 . . . 0
0 1 . . . 0
0 0 . . . 1?
p1 0 . . . 0
0
?
p2 . . . 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 . . .
?
pn
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
P Rnpn`1qˆn, Y˜ “
»——————————————————–
y1
...
yn
η1y1
...
η1yn
...
ηny1
...
ηnyn
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
P Rnpn`1q. (43)
In the pseudo-random case, this leads to the following expression of the spatial capacity in the input
space, under the same hypotheses as in Section 3.2 (essentially, Σ “ σ2I and }pi}2 “ 1):
κi “ 1
1` 
˜
κφi ` 
mÿ
j“1
p2ijκ
φ
j
¸
“ κφi `

1` 
˜
mÿ
j“1
p2ijκ
φ
j ´ κφi
¸
(44)
which gives:
κ “ Dκφ, D :“ I` 
1` ∆ „ I` ∆ (45)
where ∆ “ P ˝ P ´ I. This is very reminiscent of the expressions obtained in Section 3.2, and can be
treated in a similar way to obtain the capacity PDE:
pi1ptq “ ´vt BpiBx `Dt
B2pi
Bx2 . (46)
If P fluctuates randomly from layer to layer, then by symmetry one would have vt “ 0 (as in Section 3.2)
so that the above equation can be rewritten as:
pi1ptq “ Dt B
2pi
Bx2 . (47)
From the expression of ∆, one can check that rdDYt , dDYt s “ 12Dt, where DYt is the diffusion coefficient
of the stochastic process implemented by the forward neural network (see Eq. (36)).
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